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An co-language is a set consisting of oJ-length strings over some alphabet; an o)-automaton 
is a device capable of recognizing oMength input  tapes. Th is  paper introduces the basic 
notions concerning eneration of ~o-languages by means of oJ-grammars and their recogni- 
tion by oJ-automata with various recognition modes.  Attention is focused on oJ-CFL's, the 
co-languages generated by ~o-context-free grammars.  Two main characterizations of the 
family of oJ-CFL's are obtained. (a) An oManguage is an oJ-CFL if and only if it can be 
represented as U~'I U,V~, where for each i ~ 1 ..... n, Ui and Vi are context-free 
languages. (b) m-CFL 's  are precisely the ~o-languages recognized by o~-pushdown automata 
of three distinct types. A few other characterizations and normal forms for the ~o-CFL's 
are obtained and several decidability results are established. 
INTRODUCTION 
An 6o-language is a set of ~o-length strings over some alphabet S; an ~o-machine is a 
device capable of processing ~o-length input tapes. 
The first time oJ-machines were considered in the literature was in the early sixties, 
when Buchi [1] used finite automata working on infinite sequences to obtain a decision 
procedure for a restricted second-order theory of logic. Since then a number of papers 
studying various formalisms of co-automata have been written. Among them, the papers 
[2, 3, 10, 22] were mainly motivated by the close relationship between these models and 
the second-order theory of logic, thus emphasis was placed on investigating decision 
problems. In [20] deterministic finite state oJ-machines were used to study problems in 
asynchronous switching theory. McNaughton [19] was the first to develop the theory 
of co-languages recognized by finite state automata, the so-called o)-regular languages, 
for its own sake. Further studies concerning finite state w-languages are found in [4, 5, 
17, 18]. The theory of ,--regular languages is also presented in two books [11, 21]. A 
detailed survey of previous work in this area is included in Section 2. 
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A second direction of previous research related to w-languages concerns generation of 
w-sequences by means of machines; particularly, by Turing machines [16] and by 
deterministic counter machines [ 12]. In these papers w-sequences were classified according 
to time and memory requirements for their generation. Decision problems for Turing 
machines which recognize co-languages are considered in [18]. 
This paper is the first in a series of papers presenting the fundamentals of a unified 
theory of co-languages and co-machines. Part of this theory constitutes a generalization 
of notions and results from classical Formal Language Theory to co-languages. However, 
throughout this study we emphasize mainly those aspects of the theory which are typical 
of infinite-string languages and characterize the nonterminating behaviour of the co- 
machines. 
In this paper the basic notions associated with co-grammars, w-languages, and co- 
machines are first introduced and some fundamental results concerning co-context-free 
languages are presented. The paper is divided into four sections. Following the prelimin- 
aries in Section 1, a survey of the theory of co-regular languages i presented in Section 2. 
In Section 3 the basic notions dealing with generation of co-languages by means of co- 
grammars and their recognition by co-pushdown automata are introduced and some 
preliminary results are presented. In Section 4 we derive several characterizations for 
the family of co-context-free languages. In particular, it is shown that this family coincides 
with the co-Kleene closure of the family of (finite-string) context-free languages. Utilizing 
the latter characterization, some normal forms for co-CFG's are obtained and a few 
decidabil ity results are established. 
A basic knowledge in Formal Language Theory [14] is assumed in this paper. 
I .  PRELIMINARIES 
The terminology and notation used in this paper are mostly taken from [14]. Some of 
the definitions will be repeated here. 
Let 22 denote a finite alphabet. A finite string (word) over 27 is any sequence x = 
I~I:=1 oi ,  where ai a X for i = 1 ..... k, k - -  0, 1 .. . . .  k is the length of x and is denoted by 
I x i. If  ] x i :: 0, x is the null (empty) word and is denoted by e. 
Let N denote the set of natural numbers. 
DErlNITION 1.1. For any alphabet X, let X '~ denote all infinite (w-length) strings 
a ~: 1-I4=1 ai , ai ~ Z, over X. Any member a of X ~ is called an w-word or co-string. An 
w-language is any subset of X ~ 
For any language L C_ X*, define 
L" == cr~X ~ a - -1 - I  xi , where for each i, E @x ieL  . 
i=1 
Thus, L ~ consists of all w-strings obtained by concatenating words from L in an 
infinite sequence (note that i fL  = {e} thenL . . . .  ;3). 
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For any cr e X '~, a =: [L=a a~ , a~ e X, define for eachj  ~ 1, a/j = 1-I~=~ ai , r =~ as,  
and also or/0 =-- E. 
DEFINITION 1.2 [22]. For a mapping ~b:A---, B, define In(~b) = {b ibEB , 
card(~b-l(b)) ~ w}, where card(A) denotes the cardinality of set A. 
2. co-TYPE FINITE STATE AUTOMATA 
In this section co-FSA's and co-regular languages will be introduced and a survey of 
previous work in this area will be presented. 
2.1. co-FSA' s 
DEFINITION 2.1.1. A (nondeterministic)finite state machine (FSM) is a system -ill - -  
(K, 27, 3, q0), where K is a finite set of states, 27 is a finite input alphabet, q0 in K is the 
initial state, and 3 is mapping from K • Z into 2 K. A FSM is called deterministic (DFSM)  
i f fS :K  • X- -+K.  
co 
DEFINITION 2.1.2. Let M = (K, 27, 8, qo) be a FSM and let a = I-[i=l ai ~ Z~ where 
a ieZV i~ 1. A sequence of states, r - :{q i} ,  1 ~. i~  m, m- -  1 .... ,co is called a run 
of M on a, starting in state p, iff: (1) ql = P; (2) for each 2 ~ i ~ m, qi ~ 8(qi-1, ai-1). 
In case m co, the run is infinite. 1
Every infinite run r induces a mappingfr  from N into Kf~:  N -+ K ,  where fr(i) = qi 9 
Referring to Definition 1.2, we define INS(r) = In(fr). INS(r) is the set of all states 
entered infinitely many times in run r. In case run r of M on a starts in state q0, we 
simply say "a run of M on a." 
DEFINITION 2.1.3. An co-type finite state automaton (CO-FSA) is a 5-tuple M-  
(K, 27, 8, q0 ,F) ;  where M 1 - -  (K, 27, 3, q0) is a FSM and F _C 2 x is the set of designated 
state sets. M will sometimes be written as (M 1 , F). An w-FSA (M 1 , F )  is called deter- 
ministic (CO-DSFA) if M 1 is deterministic. 
A variety of modes of co-recognition by co-automata will now be defined. The notion, 
of "/-acceptance," i -:-: 1, 1', 2, 2', 3 (first introduced in [18]) is general in that it does not 
refer to any specific type of device, but rather to the mechanism used to recognize oJ- 
length inputs. As will become apparent in later papers [6, 7, 8] to a certain extent 
the index i in the "/-acceptance" can be considered a measure of the complexity of the; 
recognized e-language. 
DEFINITION 2.1.4. Let f :  N- -> S be an arbitrary mapping. We say that 
(a) f i s  1-acceptingw.r.t. FC_2  s if (3H~F) (3t ) f ( t )~H;  
(b) f i s  l ' -acceptingw.r.t.  FC_2  s if (qHEF) (Vt ) f ( t )EH.  
1 We shall consider here only infinite runs; thus unless otherwise specified, by a " run"  we shall 
always mean an infinite run. 
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(c) fis2-acceptingw.r.t. FC_2 s if (3H~F) In ( f )nH@ ~; 
(d) fis2'-acceptingw.r.t. FC_2 s if (3HeF) In( f )C_H;  
(e) fis3-acceptingw.r.t. FC_2 s if In ( f )  9  
f is /-accepting (i .... 1, 1', 2, 2', 3) with respect to F C S if it is /-accepting w.r.t. 
{F} C 2 s. 
DE~NIT~ON 2.1.5 [18]. Let M = (M 1 ,F )  be an co-FSA. For i = 1, l ' ,  2, 2', 3, 
define 
31,.(3I) ~: [~ 9 Z'" I there exists a run r of M 1 on a s.t. the mappingfr  is/-accepting w.r.t. F}. 
T,:(M) is the m-language i-accepted by M. Each m-string ~ in Ti(M) is i-accepted by 3//. 
Informally, an m-input ~ is 1-accepted by M iff there exists a run of M on ~ during 
which M passes through a state belonging to some designated set in F at least once. 
is l ' -accepted by M if, for some designated set H ~F,  there exists a run of M on ~ s.t. 
all states entered by M during this run are in H. oJ-input a is 2-accepted by M in case 
there exists a run of M on ~ during which the set of states entered infinitely many times 
by M contains at least one state from some designated state set. a is 2'-accepted by M if 
there exists a designated state set H eF  and a run of M on cr representing a computation 
in which, after some finite number of steps, from a certain point on, all states entered by 
M belong to H. Finally, ~ is 3-accepted, i.e., accepted, by M if for some run of M on ~, 
the set of states entered infinitely many times by M coincides with one of the designated 
state sets. 
3-acceptance and 2-acceptance have been the modes of acceptance studied mostly in 
the literature w.r.t, m-FSA's. These are also the modes of acceptance we focus on in this 
paper w.r.t, m-pushdown automata; particularly, among all /-acceptance modes, 3- 
acceptance turns out to be the most powerful model of m-recognition both in co-FSA's [17] 
and in m-pushdown automata [6, 7]. We therefore adopt 3-acceptance as our standard 
definition of acceptance for both co-FSA's and m-PDA's. Henceforth, 3-acceptance will 
be referred to simply as "acceptance" and the subscript 3 in T3(M ) will be omitted; thus 
T(M) will denote the m-language accepted by oJ-FSA M. T(M) can be explicitly defined 
T(M) = {~ ~ Z ~ } there exists a run r of M on ~ s.t. INS(r) E F~. 
Notation 2.1.6. An co-FSA with a unique designated set will be denoted by U-m-FSA. 
In this case we write M = (K, Z, 3, q0, F), where F C K is the unique designated set. 
Remark 2.1.7. As regards to /-acceptance, i 1, 2, it suffices to consider only 
U-m-FSA's,  since each m-FSA M = (M 1 ,F )  with multiple designated sets can be 
replaced by the U-m-FSA M'  = (M1, UH~F H) s.t. T~(M) -- Ti(M') for i --- 1, 2. 
2.2. A Survey of Previous Work on ~o-FSA's 
Finite state automata recognizing m-tapes have been considered in the literature in 
various formalisms. Most of the work in this area was motivated by the close relationship 
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between these models and the second-order theory of logic. Therefore, emphasis has 
been placed mainly on investigating decision problems. 
In [1], 2-acceptance of U-CO-FSA is used to obtain a decision procedure for the restricted 
second-order theory of logic known as the "sequential calculus." In [20], Muller uses 
CO-DFSA to study problems in asynchronous switching theory. In [10], Elgot and Rabin 
relate 2-acceptance in U-CO-FSA to eventually periodic tapes and solve decision problems 
in the second-order theory of successor. In [3], 3-acceptance of co-FSA's is introduced 
to obtain a classification for decision problems in some restricted second-order theory of 
structures involving recursive predicates. 
McNaughton [19] was the first to investigate CO-FSA and its variants as mathematical 
structures of their own. In his remarkable paper, McNaughton proves that the notions of 
3- and of 2-acceptance in eo-FSA, and of 3-acceptance in CO-DSFA, are all equivalent, 
leading to a characterization f the "co-regular" languages. Choueka [4, 5] gives a simple 
and transparent development of McNaughton's theory; while generalizing the theory 
to transfinite tapes, he also investigates further the properties of the co-FSA languages and 
derives some new characterizations. 
In [18], Landweber classifies the different families of co-languages /-accepted by co- 
DFSA in the Borel hierarchy with respect o the product opology on Z ~. In [15], one 
of the above families is investigated with respect o the usual topology of the real line. 
Studies of/-acceptance in co-FSA's can be found in [17]. 
We now summarize the main results on eo-FSA's relevant to the current paper. Before 
stating the main characterization theorem for CO-FSA languages, we define a basic unary 
operator, the "co-Kleene closure" operator, which, when applied to a family of ordinary 
(finite-string) languages, yields a family of co-languages. It is by means of this operator 
that the family of CO-FSA languages was characterized asthe family of "co-regular events" 
[1, 19, 20]. 
DEFINITION 2.2.1 [4]. For any family cp of languages over alphabet Z, the co-Kleene 
closure of ~,  denoted co-KC(~~ is 
w-KC(~) = L_CZ ~ L = U Ui V$~f~176 U i ,V ieZf ,  i=  1 ..... h;k = 1,2 ..... 
i=1 
Let CO-KC(CF) (co-KC(Reg)) denote the co-Kleene closure of the context-free (regular) 
languages. 
THEOREM 2.2.2 (Main Characterization Theorem for w-regular languages [1, 19]). 
For any subset L of Z% the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) L belongs to co-KC(Reg); 
(b) There exists an CO-FSA that accepts L; 
(c) There exists a U-w-FSA that 2-accepts L; 
(d) There exists an CO-DFSA that accepts L. 
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In Section 4 we shall derive a similar characterization theorem for the w-context-free 
languages. 
DEFINITION 2.2.3. An ~o-language L satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2.2.2 
above is an ~o-regular language. We say that an w-regular language is effectively given if it 
is given in one of the forms mentioned in Theorem 2.2.2. 
The name "w-regular" is justified by the observation that any oJ-language given as a 
member of w-KC(Reg) can be described by what might be called an "oJ-regular expres- 
sion of the form E ~ (3i=1 EiFi ~~ where Ei andFi are (ordinary) regular expressions and 
k ~ 1. In the sequel such notation will prove useful for the specification of ~o-languages. 
THEOREM 2.2.4 [1, 19]. The class of oJ-regular languages is closed under all Boolean 
operations. 
The next theorem follows from the characterization f the co-regular languages as the 
class ~o-KC(Reg). 
THEOREM 2.2.5. For any oJ-regular languages L 1 and L2 effectively given, it is decidable 
whether (1)L 1 is empty, finite or infinite; (2)L~ z L2; (3)L~ _C L~; (4)L~ n L 2 -- ,~. 
3. o9-GRAMMARS, O)-PUSHDOWN AUTOMATA, AND oJ-CFL's 
3.1. ~o-Grammars 
DEFINITION 3.1.1. An w-phrase structure grammar (w-PSG) is a quintuple G---  
(VN, Vr ,  P, S,F), where G 1 = (VN, VT, P, S) is an ordinary phrase structure gram- 
mar, the rules in P are all of the form e -~ fi, where a ~ VN +, fi ~ V*, and F C 2 P. The sets 
in F are called the repetition sets of grammar G. 
We shall focus our attention on infinite sequences generated by using rules of G 
infinitely many times. Let d be an infinite derivation in G, starting from some string 
ae  V* 
d: ~ : Uo~o ~ u0ul~l ~ UoUlU2~ ~ "'" ~ Uo-~ "'" u ,~,  ~ " ' "  
where for each i ~ O, l,..., u i E VT*, a i ~ VNV*. Note that the derivation need not be 
leftmost, since some of the ui's may be empty, d is called a leftmost derivation iff for each 
i : 0, 1 .... , in the (i + 1)st step of d the leftmost nonterminal of ai is contained in the 
subword rewritten in that step. 
oo 
Let a : YIi=0 ui 9 I f  a E Vr% we write d: ::>~'c) a. The assumption that the left-hand 
side of each rule of P is in l/n+ guarantees that the terminal prefix of each sentential form, 
up to the first occurrence of a nonterminal will never be replaced later in the derivation, 
and can be considered a prefix of the infinite word generated. 
The above derivation d induces a mapping from N to P, dp: N ~ P, where d~(i) is the 
rule in P used in step i of derivation d. Referring to Definition 1.2, we define INP(d) = 
In(dp). INP(d) is the set of all rules in P used infinitely many times in d. 
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Define the w-languages 
L~(G) == {~ 6 Vr ~ [ there exists a leftmost derivation d: S ~(~) a, INP(d) ~F}; 
Lnl(G) =- {~ ~ Vr ~ I there exists a derivation d: S ~ ~, INP(d) eF}; 
L~( G) is the w-language generated by leftmost derivations by G; 
LnI(G) is the w-language generated by "nonleft" (nl) derivations by G. 
We now turn to w-PSG's in which all productions are context free. In this case we have 
two alternative ways of defining repetition sets in the grammar. One way is by following 
the general definition of repetition sets in w-PSG's, i.e., defining repetition sets made up of 
productions (called production repetition sets); alternatively, since all productions are 
context free, we may consider the set of variables rewritten infinitely many times in a 
derivation, and thus define repetition sets made up of variables (called variable repetition 
sets). As stated in Theorem 3.1.4 below, the two definitions are equivalent in their 
generation power. The latter definition, though not following the general definition of 
w-PSG, turns out to be more convenient for our purposes, and was therefore chosen as 
our standard efinition of w-CFG. 
DEFINITION 3.1.2. An w-context-free grammar (w-CFG) with production repetition sets 
is an w-PSG whose productions are of the form A ~ % A ~ Vx , ~ E V*. 
DEFINITION 3.1.3. An w-context-free grammar (w-CFG) with variable repetition sets 
is a quintuple G = (Vw, VT ,P, S,F), where G 1 = (VN, Vr,  P, S) is an ordinary 
context-free grammar and F _C 2v~. The sets in F are repetition sets of variables. Let 
d: ~ ~'c)  a be an infinite derivation in G. d induces a mapping from N to Vlv, dr: 
N-+ V~v, where dr(i) is the variable which is the left-hand side of the rule applied in 
step i of derivation d. We define INV(d) = In(dr). Thus INV(d) is the set of variables 
replaced infinitely many times during derivation d. Define 
Lnl(G) ~ {a ~ Vr ~ ] there exists a derivation d: S ~ ~, INV(d) oF}; 
(G} 
L~(G) ~ {a e Vr ~ ] there exists a leftmost derivation d: S :~ a, INV(d) eF}. 
G) 
The following theorem states that both w.r.t, leftmost generation as well as w.r.t. 
non-leftmost generation, the two models of w-CFG's defined above are equivalent in 
generation power. 
THEOREM 3.1.4. L -- L~(G) [L -~ Lnl(G)] for some w-CFG with production repetition 
sets iff L ~ Lt(G') [L = Lnl(G')] for some ~o-CFG G' with variable repetition sets. 
The proof of the above theorem is a consequence of some more general results in 
([6], Sections 2 and 4). 
Notation 3.1.5. Let CFL~[nI-CFL~o] denote the class of oManguages of the form 
L~(G)[Lm(G)], where G is an w-CFG with variable repetition sets. 
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EXAMPLE 3.1.6. Consider the w-CFG G = {(S, T}, {a, b}, {S --~ TS; T -~ aTb; 
T -~ ab}, S, {{S, T}}). As for leftmost derivations in G, since there is a single repetition 
set containing both variables S and T, certain leftmost w-derivations, such as 
d: S -> TS ~ aTbS ~ ". ~ #Tb iS  ~ ai+lTbi+lS ~ . . ' ,  
although generating co-strings (d above generates a~), do not contribute any members 
to the co-language L~(G), because the set of variables rewritten infinitely many times in d 
(INV(d)) consists of T alone. However, considering non-leftmost derivations, any co- 
string of the form ([-[~=t a"~b~') a% nl >/ 1, 1 ~ i ~ k, k >~ 1, is in Lnl(G), since it is 
generated by a non-leftmost derivation d with INV(d) = {S, T} (this is because one can 
apply the S-production "vacuously" infinitely many times in the rightmost "unreached" 
part of the sentential form, not affecting the terminal co-string generated on the left). 
Therefore, denoting L o = {a"bnln ~ 1}, we have LI(G ) =Lo% whereas Ln I (G)= 
Lo ~ U Lo*a ~ I 
Non-leftmost generation in w-CFG's is studied in [6], where it is established that 
nl-CFLo, C CFL~o; this means that leftmost generation is a more powerful generation 
model in co-CFG's. Furthermore, the family CFL~ possesses everal elegant charac- 
terizations (see Section 4 below), whereas there seems to be no natural characterization 
for nl-CFLo~ (or at least we have been unable to find one). Therefore, we have chosen 
leftmost generation as our standard efinition of generation in w-CFG's. 
CONVENTION 3.1.7. In the sequel, unless otherwise specified, by an w-CFG we shall 
mean an w-CFG with variable repetition sets, and L~(G), the w-language generated by 
grammar G by leftmost derivations will be denoted simply by L(G), with l omitted. An 
w-language of the form L(G) for some w-CFG G is an co-context-free language (w-CFL). 
With the aid of ,~-grammars, we now derive another characterization of the family 
of w-regular languages. 
DEFINITION 3.l.8. An w-right linear grammar (w-RLG) is an CO-CFG with produc- 
tions of the form A --~ xB or A --~ x, where A, B are variables and x is a string of terminals. 
Following the standard proof [14] we have 
THEOREM 3.1.9. An w-language L is oJ-regular iff it can be generated by an w-RLG. 
3.2. w-Pushdown Automata 
DEFINITION 3.2.1. A pushdown machine (PDM) is a sixtuple M = (K, 27, 11, S, qo , Zo), 
where K is a finite set of states, 27 is a finite input alphabet, _P is a finite pushdown alphabet, 
q0 ~ K is the initial state, Z 0 a-P is the start symbol, and 8 is a mapping from K x 
(Z' k3 {e}) X N to finite subsets of K X ['*. 
Following the notation of [14], if V e F + describes the pushdown store contents, the 
leffmost symbol will be assumed to be on "top" of the store. A configuration of a PDM is a 
pair (q, ~), where q ~ K and 7, e / ' * .  For a e 27 u {e}, y,/3 e F* and Z e F, if (p, fl) is in 
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8(q, a, Z), then we write a: (q, ZT) ~--M (P,/37). ~--m is the transitive reflexive closure of 
~--u ; the subscript M will be dropped whenever the meaning remains clear. 
co 
DEFINITION 3.2.2. Let M = (K, 27,/1, 8, qo, Z0) be a PDM and let a --~ I I i=l ai ~ 27% 
where a~ ~ X, ~'i ~> 1. An infinite sequence of configurations r ~ {(q~, 7~)}~)1 is called 
a complete run of M on a, starting in configuration (p, 7), iff 
(a) (ql,71) = (P, 7); 
(b) for each i ~ 1, there exists bi 6 27 k3 {e} satisfying 
b i: (qi, 7,)  ~ (qr , 7i+1) s . t .  f ib  i : f i  a, .  
i=1 i--1 
Every such run induces a mapping from N into K, fr: N --~ K, where fr(i) = q~, the 
state entered in the ith step of the computation described by run r. Define INS(r) = 
In(f,.). INS(r) is the set of all states entered infinitely many times in run r. A complete 
run r of M on a, starting in configuration (qo, Zo), will be simply referred to as "a run of 
m on ~." 
Subsequently, all computations of M on a which do not correspond to complete runs 
as above (e.g. computations which involve infinite c-loops), will be disregarded. 
DEFINITION 3.2.3. An co-type pushdown automaton (CO-PDA) is a 7-tuple M 
(K, 27, F, 8, qo, Zo, F), where M a = (K, 27, _P, 6, qo, Z0) is a PDM and F _C 2 K is the set 
of designated state sets. M will sometimes be written as (M 1 , F). 
An w-PDA with a unique set of designated states will be denoted by U-w-PDA. In 
this case we write M = (K, 27,/', 8, qo, Z0, F), whereF C K is the unique designated set. 
Similarly, as for w-FSA's, define for i = 1, 1', 2, 2', 3 
T i(M) == {a ~ X ~ [ there exists a complete run r of M on a s.t. fr  is/-accepting w.r.t. F}. 
T~(M) (i ::: 1, 1 ', 2, 2', 3) is the w-language i-accepted by M. 
As explained in Section 2.1 above, 3-acceptance was chosen as our standard efinition 
of acceptance. Therefore as in the case of w-FSA's, 3-acceptance will be simply referred 
to as acceptance, and Ts(M ) will be written as T(M) (with the subscript 3 omitted), and 
will be called the w-language accepted by M. 
All notions defined for PDM's  will also be used without distinction for w-PDA's. 
DEFINITION 3.2.4. Two CO-PDA's M and M'  are i-equivalent (for i = 1, 1', 2, 2') iff 
Ti(M) Ti(3//'); they are equivalent iff T(M) = T(M'). 
The above definitions are illustrated by the following example. 
EXAMPLe 3.2.5. Let M -~ ({qo, ql},{a, b}, {Zo,Za,  a, b}, 6, qo, Zo) be a (deter- 
ministic) PDM, where 8 is defined as follows. For every c ~ {a, b}, 8(qo, c, Zo) -~ (qo, cZ1), 
6(qo, c, c) = (qo, cc), 6(q~, c, zo  = (qo, cZ~); also 6(qo, ~, z~)= (q~, z~) and ~(qo, a, b) -- 
~(q0, b, a) (q0, ~). 
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For x e 27* let #,(x) denote the number of occurrences of letter c in x. Define the langu- 
age L ={x~,* l#a(x)  =-#b(x)} and the (o-languages L~b =(acX ~~ >~ 1, 
#~(a/n) >/ #b(a[n)} and Lb~ == {a E 2: ~ I Vn >~ 1, #~(a/n) >~ #~(a/n)}. Clearly for 
i = 1, 1', 2, 2', T,(M, {q0, ql}) = X% whereas T(M, {qo, ql}) = To(M, (ql}) = L% 
TI(M, {ql)) ~ LZ~ and for i = 1', 2', 3, Ti(M, {ql}) -- ~- For the designated set {qo}, 
we obtain T~,(M, {q0}) = T(M, {q0)) ~ L*(Lo~ k) Lb,), TI"(M, {qo}) = L~ u Lbo , while 
T,(M, {qo}) -~ 27~ for i = 1, 2. | 
Notation 3.2.6. The class of (o-languages accepted (i.e., 3-accepted) by (O-PDA's will 
be denoted by PDL~.  
For i = 1, 1', 2, 2', the class of (o-languages/-accepted by (O.PDA's will be denoted 
by Ai -PDL~. 
The families PDL~ and A2-PDL~ are studied in Section 4 below (in fact, these two 
families turn out to be identical); the other families Ai-PDL~ are investigated in [6]. 
DEFINITION 3.2.7. An (O-PDA has the continuity property, abbreviated Property C iff 
for every (o-word a 6 27o~ there is a complete run of the machine on a. 
Utilizing the nondeterminism of the machine, every o)-PDA without Property C can be 
modified into an equivalent (O-PDA with Property C. This justifies the following conven- 
tion. 
CONVENTION 3.2.8. In the sequel, all (O-PDA's considered will be assumed to possess 
Property C. 
Remark. As was the case for (O-FSA's, also in (O-PDA's it suffices to consider 2- 
acceptance only in U-oJ-PDA's (see Remark 2.1.7). As will be shown in Section 4.2, the 
same holds also w.r.t. 3-acceptance in ~o-PDA's. 
4. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF CFL 's  
In this section we derive several characterizations for the w-CFL's. In Section 4.1, with 
the aid of a new model, the (o-empty pushdown automaton, it is shown that CFL~ equals 
the class of oManguages accepted (2 accepted) by (O-PDA's and also equals the (o-Kleene 
closure of the CFL's. Utilizing the constructiveness of the proofs in Section 4.1, a few 
results concerning normal forms and decidability questions are obtained in Section 4.2. 
4.1. Main Characterization Theorem 
We now start with a sequence of lemmas which will eventually lead to the main charac- 
terization theorem for (O-CFL's. 
As one can easily verify, for any CFLL  and co-CFLL 1 , L ~ and LL 1 are w-CFL's. 
Since the (O-CFL's are also closed under union, it follows that the (o-Kleene closure 
of the context-free languages i eontained in CFLoj. 
THEOREM 4.1.1. co-KC(CF) C CFL,o . 
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LEMMA 4.1.2. PDLo, is closed under union. 
The following theorem establishes the relation between co-CFG's and co-PDA's. 
THEOREM 4.1.3. PDL~o = CFLo,. 
Proof. (a) Let G (VN, Vr, P, S,F) be an CO-CFG. Construct the following 
CO-PDA: M :::- (h- 1 k_J {q}, VT, VN k....) VT, a, qS, S, F 1) where K~ - {qA [ A e V2v}, 
q 6 K i and 8 is defined as follows: VA e VN, {(q, ~) I A -+ a e P, a e V*} _C 8(q a , e, A); 
ga e I t ,  a(q, a, a) == (q, E) and gXe  VN, 8(q, e, X) = (qx, X). Define F 1 = (J~=~ H~, 
whereF=:={F,}~=~, F /  =:-={qAIAeF~} for i=  I .... ,1 and H~ =F/vo{q}.  It can he 
verified that T(3af) L(G). 
(b) The construction of an CO-CFG from an CO-PDA follows the lines of the standard 
construction of CFG from PDA [14] with the appropriate modifications. II 
THEOREM 4.1.4. A2-PDL~, = PDL,~. 
Proof. Let L e A2-PDL~ and let M = (K, Z, F, 8, q0, Z0, F) be a U-co-PDA that 
2 accepts L. Define an co-PDA M 1 - - (K ,  27, F, 8, qo, Zo ,F), where D = {H C K]  
H ~ f r c }. Clearly T(M1) -- G(M). 
To prove the other direction, let M = (K, X, 1", 8, %, Z o,F) be an co-PDA. As 
A2-PDL,, is closed under union, with no loss of generality we may assume thatF  consists 
of only a single designated set, denoted by F itself. Thus let F = {q~}~=a 9 Construct a 
new U-w-PDA M -- (K1, X, F, 81, qo, Zo, {qe}), where K (~ -- {q(Ol I q e K}, F ") = 
{q(i) I q ~F}, for each 1 ._~ i ~< l, and K 1 = K (~ v.) sltvai=t_ I~ t7(1)~j to {qF}. M1 imitates M on 
K (~ but when 11/I enters state ql,  3//1 may choose to enter q(1 a), guessing that M will stay 
in F from now on. Then M 1 enters qF whenever a computation of M completes a pass 
through all the states of F. Formally, 8 t is defined Vp, q e K, (q, o~) e 8(p, a, Z) implies 
(q(0), ~) c 8(p(0), a, Z). For i :-- 0,..., l 1, Vp eF,  (,,(~+1) - -  ~ui+l , o~) ~ 8x(p") , a, Z )  if (qi+l, ~) 
8(p,a ,Z) .  Forp ,  qeF  and for i=  1 .... ,l, (q"),e~)eS~(p " ) ,a ,Z)  if (q, c~) e S( p, a, Z). 
Also (qF, Z) c (~1(q(1 z,, G Z) and (q~l,, Z) E (~x(qF, e, Z). Clearly, T2(M1) = T(M). | 
DEFINITION 4.1.5. An co-empty pushdown automaton (CO-EPDA) is a PDM M = 
(K, Z, F, 8, q0, X) with initial pushdown symbol X, satisfying tke condition: For each 
a E Zka {~] and q~ K, if (q', y) e 3(q, a, Z), then y = y 'X  for some y' e (F - -  {X})*, 
in case Z --= X, and y c (F -- {X})* in case Z @ X. 
T~(M), the co-language accepted by M (by co-empty store) is defined as the set of w-words 
s.t. there is a run of M on a during which M reaches X on the pushdown store infinitely 
many times. 
The class of co-languages which can be accepted by co-EPDA will be denoted by 
EPDLo,. As in Convention 3.2.8, it will be assumed in the sequel that all co-EPDA's 
have Property C. 
THEORFM 4.1.6. EPDLo, = CO-KC(CF). 
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Proof. (a) Using the characterization of CFL's  by ordinary empty store pushdown 
automata one can establish that co-KC(CF) _C EPDLo,. (b) Let L e EPDL~ be accepted 
by an w-EPDA M -- (K, 27,/', 3, qo, X), where K = {q~}~=o 9 Define U~, Vi, 0 ~< i ~< l, 
to be the following CFL's:  U; = {y e 27* [y: (q0, X) ~-M (q*, X)}; V~ = {y e 27" ]y: 
(qi , X) ~-M (q, , X)]. Then T~(M) = U~=I UiVi r176 | 
LEIvlMA 4.1.7. PDL~o C EPDLo~. 
Proof. LetL  e PDLo~ 9 By Theorem 4.1.4, there exists a U-~o-PDA M -- (K, X, F, 3, 
qo, Zo, F) s.t. L = T2(M). Clearly T2(M ) - U~v T2(Mq), where Mq = (K, X, F, 3, 
q0, Z0, {q}). Since EPDLo, is closed under union, with no loss of generality we may 
assume that M ~ (K, X, F, 3, q0, Z0, {qF}). 
We now construct an ~o-EPDA B accepting T2(M ). B will imitate the moves of M, with 
some additional possible moves: Whenever M makes a move which is not of the form 
(q, E), i.e., does not decrease the size of the pushdown store, we allow B to enter an 
"erasing mode," in which it erases all the pushdown store contents beneath the current op 
symbol Z, assuming that during the rest of this run on M, this symbol Z will never be 
popped up by M, so the symbols underneath it will never be reached. B can enter this 
erasing mode only if it has passed through state qe since the last time erasure of the stack 
has occurred. 
Formally, let B =(K1 ,27 ,  F, 31 ,p0 ,X) ,  /'1 ~Ft . ){X} where X6F ,  K '  = 
{[q, 7] [ q e K, 3a, q', Z s.t. (q, ~) e 8(q', a, Z)}, K7 = {q ] q e K}, Po a new symbol, K 1 = 
K t3 K u K '  w {Po} and ~1 is defined by Va e 27 u {E}, Z e F, (1) 31(q, a, Z) = 3(q, a, Z) 
Vq ~ qF; (2) 31(p0, E, X) -- (qo, ZoX); (3) (q, 7) e 31(qF, a, Z) if (q, 7) e 3(qF, a, Z); 
(4) ([q, 7], r e 31(qF, a, Z) if ] 7 [ > 0 and (q, 7) e 3(qF, a, g). B enters the set of states 
K" after having passed through state qv 9 The set of states K '  indicates that B is in the 
"erasing mode." We add the transitions (5) (q, ~) ~ 31( q, a, Z) if (q', 7) e 3(q, a, Z); 
(6) ([q', 7], ~) e bl(q, a, Z) if [ ~, I > 0 and (q', 7) e 3(q, a, Z); (7) 3~([q, ),], E, Z) = 
([q, 7], r VZ e F; (8) 3~([q, 7], E, X) = (q, 7X); since ] 7 [ > 0, B is not blocked by the 
last rule. It  can be easily verified that T2(M ) = T,(B). | 
Combining Theorems 4.1.1, 4.1.3, 4.1.4, 4.1.6, and Lemma 4.1.7 we obtain 
THEOREM 4.1.8. Main Characterization Theorem for oJ-Context-Free Languages. 
The following families of o J-languages are identical 
(a) 
(b) CFLo 
(c) PDL~ 
(d) A2-PDL,,, 
(e) EPDL~, 
w-KC(CF) --  the w-Kleene closure of the family of context-free languages; 
- -  the class of w-languages generated by ~o-CFG's; 
- -  the class of w-languages accepted by co-pushdown automata; 
- -  the class of ~o-languages 2-cacepted by w-pushdown automata; 
- -  the class of w-languages accepted by oJ-empty pushdown 
automata. 
DEFINITION 4.1.9. We say that an co-CFL is effectively given iff it is given in one of 
the forms (a)-(e) mentioned in Theorem 4.1.8 above. 
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Note that all proofs in this section were constructive, thus one can convert any w-CFL 
effectively given in one of the forms above into any of the other forms. 
Remark 4.1.10. The characterization of the ~o-CFL's by means of the ~o-Kleene 
closure operator on the context-free languages cannot be generalized to the families of 
~o-languages higher in the Chomsky hierarchy, as is indicated by the following example. 
Let G : ({S, X, )k], ~, $~1, $~2, ~}, {0, I}, P1 U {S ~ 015~X~1~}, S {P1}) be an 
~-PSG, where P1 is the set of length nondecreasing rules 
0 )  ZX  -+ 0ZX~, (2) X,'C --~ XX~,  
(3) X~g~ -+ ~1Xl,  (4) XXSl -+ 0~lXS~XlX1 ; 
(5) r --~ XS2, (6) r ~ ~1~" 
One can easily verify thatLm(G) = {]-I~~ 0il); moreover, for no n ~ 1, do there exist 
2n (finite-string) languages L i ,  [ , i ,  1 ~ i ~ n, s.t. Lm(G) = (J~=l LiL i .  Hence Lnl(G) 
does not belong to the ~,-Kleene closure of any family of finite-string languages. 
4.2. Normal Forms and Decidability Questions 
As is shown in the next theorem, the multiplicity of repetition sets in Go-PDA's is 
inessential, since every oJ-CFL can be 3-accepted by some two-state ~-PDA with a 
unique repetition set (U-w-PDA). 
THEOREM 4.2.1. For every w-CFL L a two state U-~o-PDA accepting L can be con- 
structed. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.1.8 every ~o-CFLL belongs to m-KC(CF), so we can construct, 
for some 1 = 1, 2,..., 2l pushdown machines, Bi,  Ci, 1 ~ i ~ l, s.t. L = 0~=1 N(Bi)N(Ci)% 
where for each PDM P = (X, Z, F, 3, qo , Zo), N(P)  = {x e Z* [ x: (qo , Zo) ~-e (q, ~), 
q e K}. Furthermore, for each i we may assume that Bi and Ci are one-state PD1V['s [13]. 
Let Bi = ({q,}, X, F~, 3i, ql, Z~ )) and C~ ---- ({Pi), Z, P~, ~i ,P i ,  2(o O) for 1 ~ i ~< l, 
where/ ' i  and Pi  are all mutually disjoint. Construct a U-co-PDA M • ({qo, q'}, Z,/~, 3, 
qo,Zo,{qo,q'}),  where / '=  Ui~=I(F i uF i )  U{Zo}u{Xi [1  ~i~l} ,  where Xi are 
new symbols. ~ is defined as 3(qo, e, Zo) ---- {(q', Z(oi)Xi) I 1 <~ i <~ l}, Vi = 1 ..... I, 
3(q', e, X,) = (qo , X,), 3(qo, E, X,) -- (q', Z~~ VZ ~ F, , 3(q', a, Z) -- {(q', r) I (q,, Y) e 
3,(q~,a,Z)}; YZePf ,  ~(q',a,Z) {(q',r) l (p~,~, )e~dp~,a ,Z)} .  Clearly, T (M)= 
O~=~ N(B~) N(C~) ~ I 
THEOREM 4.2.2. Given an w-CFG G, one can construct an equivalent w-CFG G' with 
no productions of the form A --+ E. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.1.8, L(G)~ oJ-KC(CF), thus for some natural number l, there 
can be constructed 2l CFG's  G~, Gi', 1 ~ i ~ l, s.t.L(G) = U~=IL(G)L(GI')~; we may 
further assume that Gi and Gi' are E-free CFG's  [14]. One can easily construct from Gi, 
Gi', i = 1,..., l, and w-CFG G' with no c-productions s.t. L(G') ~ U~=I L(Gi) L(Gi') ~ = 
L(a). I 
The following theorems are proved in a similar way. 
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THEOREM 4.2.3. Given an w-CFG G, one can find an equivalent ~o-CFG G' with no 
productions of the form A --+ B. 
THEOREM 4.2.4. For any oJ-CFL L there can be constructed an co-CFG G generating 
L in which the productions are in Greibach normal form (i.e., in the form 3 --~ deC, a ~ VT, 
A c VN , and ~ c VN*). 
THEOREM 4.2.5. For any ~o-CFLL there can be constructed an oJ-CFG G generating 
L in which the productions are in Chomsky normal form. 
Recall that an co-CFL is effectively given if it is given in one of the forms mentioned in 
Theorem 4. 1.8. 
THEOREM 4.2.6. For any co-CFLL effectively given it is decidable whether L is empty, 
finite, or infinite. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.1.8, we can construct, for some l = 1, 2,..., 2l CFG's G, ,  
G/ ,  1 ~ i ~ l, s.t.L(G) = U~=IL(G~)L(G/) ~ As it is decidable for any CFG G, whether 
L(G) is empty, finite, infinite, or includes exactly one word, the above assertion follows. | 
Remark 4.2.7. For any alphabet Z, every function f :  Z--+ N induces an ~o-word 
cr over Z defined by a(i) - - f ( i )  for each i >/ 1. In [4] an o~-regular language L was 
exhibited for which the membership roblem for a induced by an arbitrary recursive 
function is undecidable. However, using the classical direct product construction one can 
show that CFLo, is closed under intersection with co-regular languages. It follows that if 
a ~ Z ~ is given s.t. (a} is oJ-regular, it is decidable whether cr eL  for any co-CFLL effec- 
tively given, because it is decidable whether L ~ {a} -% ~.  
We also have 
THEOREM 4.2.8. For any w-regular language R and oJ-CFLL effectively given, it is 
decidable whether L C R. 
Proof. LCR~Lc~(Z ~ = ~.  As Ln(27  ~-R)  is w-CFL by the above 
remark, it is decidable whether it is empty. | 
A further study of decidability problems is included in [7]. 
PREVIEW OF PART I I  
In Part I I  [6] the study of oManguages, and particularly of co-CFL's is continued. The 
effect of certain restrictions on the co-derivations in o~-PSG's is investigated, leading 
to certain invariance properties of the co-language families. The models of/-accepting 
co-PDA's for i -- 1, 1', 2, 2', 3 are studied and compared w.r.t, their recognition power. 
The corresponding families of w-CFL's are characterized and shown to constitute a 
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hierarchy wi th in  CFL,o.  Non- le f tmost  co-derivations are studied, and it is shown that  
leftmost generat ion and non- le f tmost  generat ion in co-CFG's  are not  equivalent;  speci- 
fically, n l -CFL~ C CFLo~. 
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